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‘AL-QAEDA’ MASSACRE

NORWAY’S
9/11

‘20 dead’ in attacks • Kids shot on island

Hospital

deaths:
Nurse is
charged

By GUY PATRICK
A NURSE arrested by cops probing the deaths of five hospital patients was charged last night.
She was accused of causing damage with intent to陷害

Ex-patient, Helen Rose, 53, who was believed to be in being murdered.
She was also charged last night.

By BRIAN FLYNN and SIMON HUGHES
Up to 20 people were feared dead last night after a terrorist atro-
cities rocked Norway.
A gunman dressed as a wiz, masqueraded at a music festival on an island — two hours after a huge car bomb wrecked govern-
ment buildings in capital Oslo.
Some fear Islamic fanatics were out to strike his political party’s youth camp on the island — where a man was
arrested.
Witnesses claimed the gun
massacre was bloodied with blue eyes and
spoke Norwegian — raising fears that he was a homegrown al-Qaeda combatant.
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